
Reverse Progressive was a great opportunity for NIBs to make a special home cooked
meal for our Brothers. I collaborated with Miranda, Alex, and Zill. Since Zill was a
vegetarian, Miranda and Alex decided to cook vegetarian pasta and vegetable spring
rolls. Our menu also consisted of chicken wings, carrots and celery with ranch, and
chicken buffalo dip. While cooking with Miranda, I learned more about how to be a well
rounded person for residency, and she gave me great advice on joining more
organizations and applying for leadership roles. The Brothers we hosted were Jody,
Allyn, Jessica, and Rutvi. It was very fun to have dinner with them as we played the card
game “Who is most likely”. We learned alot about each other such as who is most
likely to go somewhere spontaneously and who is most likely to always read
instructions. Then we headed to The Connection for donuts with all the Brothers.
When I got there, the Brothers greeted me as I headed for the donuts. 
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I chatted with the Brothers on what they had for dinner and did in their free time.
One house had 3 different types of pasta, and another house had a greek salad on

their menu. Brothers chatted and played games like pool, ping pong, foosball, and air
hockey. I played foosball for the first time and was taught by the Brothers. My team
won after being coached effectively. Then, I played air hockey against Shyam, WCC.

The air hockey table had a couple issues such as one air hockey paddle having a sticky
surface on the bottom preventing a smooth action on the table, but one side of the

table also had the sticky surface all over its top. Thus, we were not on equal level
playing fields, but it was still intense. Shyam got really competitive and managed to
shoot the puck off the table. I got competitive and kept shooting the puck directly

into the goal which was a success a couple times. Once it was 10 pm, the night came
to an end, but we were all happy as we spent time together with laughs.

 

Written by: Stacy Moua, P2



See you in the next edition of
the Phi Dex Gazette!

Upcoming Events
PDC Spring Formal 

Theme: Black, White, Gold Masquerade
Dress Code: Formal Attire
Date: Friday, March 31
Time: 7-11pm 
Location: 56 Grove Chapel Church Road
Winterville, GA 30683
Tickets: $20 to Venmo @PhiDeltaChiUGA or Cash
at the Door
RSVP HERE

P3 Pinning Ceremony
Date: Friday, April 7th  

PharmD Class of 2023 Commencement
Date: Saturday, May 6th

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Vgy3KRdCIb476B6HBUd33_f8TJSGn28395b7A_b26ZY/edit

